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AaIR ACT (Aft m no om
A binary detection problem, when the data are obtained from distant sensors, and modelled as stationary Gaussion processes, with different spectra is considered. It is also assumed that inaccurate versions of the true statistical models are utilized, and upper bounds to the probability of error, based on the Chernoff bounding approach are developed. Those bounds also converge to the asymptotic probability of error as the number of data points increased. Conditions for sustaining, in spite of mismatch, exponential convergence of the error probability to zero are also determined. 
ABSTRACT
is the "mismatched" log likelihood function of the kth sensor. We consider a binary detection problem, when the data are obtained from m distant sensors, and modelled as Let, for j--0,1: stationary Gaussian processes, with different spectra. We Pj(f,g,n) = Probability of erroneously deciding H, using also assume that inaccurate versions of the true statistical (gjk and based on n measurements. models are utilized, and we develop upper bounds to the We will utilize the Chemoff bounding technique. and probability of error, based on the Chernoff bounding subsequently relate the bound to "large deviation theory.' approach. Those bounds also converge to the asymptotic [81, [9] , as n-. probability of error as the number n of data points increases to -. Conditions for sustaining, in spite of mismatch,
The basic Chernoffbound is: exponential convergence of the error probability to zero
There has been much interest recently in the signal
detection problem for data available from multiple sensors k=1 [1I -17]. In this paper we develop bounds to the probability of error for binary detection from multisensor data. P 1 (fg,n)=Pr[m-' 7 Zk STIH,] when inaccurate versions of the actual statistics are incorkporated into the decision rule. We specifically investigate the error probability for detection in Gaussian. stationary < E 1 expt-t(m' z-)J= processes with inaccurately known spectra. the data vector for the kth sensor, distributed according to (x) for j=0,1 under is less that I for some t0, if and only if: the probability density function fjkx) ko jM. ne H0, HI. correspondingly. Suppose, also, that g(x) is the m-i Ezk < T) "inaccurate" version of fk(X'k) that is used in the decision k= 1 rule. We will assume throughout this paper that the data from different sensors are statistically independent. This Similarly. 4) is less than I for some t O. if and only if: assumption will be removed in a subsequent paper.
m_ E 1 Z > T Because of the independence between distinct sensors, the k ) likelihood ratio test is:
where:
gik(Xkn) be the mismatched log-likelihood function for the kth senqk('x) -n -log g (2) sor. and st-n->0. Straightforward calculation provides us g0k(x ) with the following expressions:
,hu research ha, be ,upoftd by a contract m.m Rom Av Devek rmmm E 0 exp(tm [9], we find:
inf Y Gk(fOk,gk,g0k,**.SJ-sT. It is interesting to observe that the bounds (17), (18) n -1 log f dx (12) become the exact asymptotic error probabilities as n---. This is the essence of Large Deviation Theory (8] , [9]. Taking logarithms of (3), (4) and using (8), (9), (12). we find the bounds:
We will now conccnurate on a major class of statistim cal models for which the limits (19), (20), (21) exist. This n -1 log PO(f,g,n) 5 Gk f k,g k,gok,n,s-sT. (13) is the class of Gaussian. stationary random processes with k=-I zero means and different spectra. Consider three multivanate Gaussian probability density functions n -1 log P 1 (f.g,n)< T. Gklflkglk,gok,n,-s] + sT. (14) f(xn g(xn), g0(x n ) with zero means and covariance kI matrces F. CI. Co. We calculate the integral of eq (12):
We observe that if G1 denotes the derivative of Gk with G[f.g 1 .gon.6]=n -I log f f(xn)[g 1 (xn)/goxn ldldx "= respect to s, then. from (10), (12), (7):
Hence. if (5) is satisfied, the slope of the upper bound (13) at s=O is negative, and the bound is zero at s=0. Similarly, Taking the limit as n-+-, and using the results of [101. if (6) is satisfied, the slope of the upper bound (14) at s=O is
[ 11], we find: negative, and the bound is zero at s=O. Also, both bounds (13) and (14) are convex with respect to s.
-2G[f.gt ,go,*-,0=(2t)
The tightened Chemoff bounds (13), (14) are: -R nl log Po(fg,n) inf 7 Gk~fOk,g 1 k,gOk,n,sI-sT.
where, f(.),ci(X),co(.) are the three spectra corresponding M to f,glgo, and it is assumed that they are strictly positive n -1 log P (fg,n)--inf F" Gkc .gk,gOk,n,-sl+sT (18) for all XE[-rxlJ. Using (25) 
The condition of negative slope at s=0 of (22) hypothesis, and we determined the conditions of exponential convergence in the presence of mismatch. The condilog g~k()gi (X)}d). - 2T > 0, (28) tions are necessary and sufficient.
Conditions (27), (28) guarantee exponential convergence of P0,P to zero. correspondingly. It can be shown that if (27) REFERENCES is not satisfied, then P0 converges to I as n --. Similarly, [11 Tenney, R. R. and Sandell, N. R. (1981) Detection if (28) is not satisfied. P 1 converges to 1. The proof of the w d sensors.' IEEE Transactions on latter fact is not given here, but it will appear in the AES, July 1981. pp. 501-5 10. expanded version of the paper.
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